Drug resistance in clinical practice: patterns of treatment failure in advanced breast and ovarian cancer.
We have analyzed the patterns of disease progression in patients with advanced breast and ovarian cancer receiving systemic therapy. Approximately 50% of patients developed progressive disease in a new, rather than a previously documented, disease site. Even when disease progressed in a previously involved disease site, in only half the cases was this identified as the bulk disease site before commencing treatment. The CNS was rarely a new site of disease progression in our patients, a finding that contrasts with a report that identified the CNS as the predominant new disease site in advanced breast cancer patients relapsing following a complete response. Progression of disease on second line treatment commonly occurred at sites of known disease. A number of factors influencing the pattern of disease progression have been examined. Disease progression on endocrine therapy tended to be more common in a previously involved disease site than in patients receiving cytotoxic therapy. There was a trend for patients who progressed within 6 months of chemotherapy to do so in an old site, whereas new disease sites predominated among those progressing later. Strategies for overcoming the causes of treatment failure should take account of the patterns of disease progression. Our results question the wisdom of always ceasing existing therapy when progressive disease is first documented.